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COVID-19: Cost-Benefit Analysis and Politics

DAN PRIEL*

The COVID-19 pandemic forced governments around the world to make tough political decisions about the cost of saving lives and the limits of doing so. One of the striking aspects of the debates over these necessary tradeoffs is the relatively little weight individual rights seemed to have carried in these discussions. At first, this might have seen the triumph of cost-benefit analysis (CBA); and in a sense, it was. However, the pandemic has also shown the limitations of CBA, especially in the face of severe uncertainty. This essay reviews some of the sources of uncertainty in the context of the pandemic and shows how, in the face of such uncertainty, different countries fall back onto their political commitments, which include concern for individual rights. I thus argue that rather than being in competition to CBA, political considerations (including concern for individual rights) end up being incorporated into an impressionistic calculation of costs and benefits of government action. I conclude by suggesting that this is where future discussion of the theoretical foundations of CBA should focus on.
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OF ALL THAT HAS CHANGED following the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the one that most immediately affected people’s lives is the stay-at-home orders that in different forms were put in place all over the world. While generally enjoying popular support, these policies also generated strong reactions from members of the public, politicians, policymakers, and scholars who worried that they were insufficiently thought through and may end up causing more harm than good. The worry boiled down to the view that the policies reflected a panicked response that failed to consider the potential costs of the lockdown policies. This article addresses this question. It is not an attempt to consider every aspect of these policies; it focuses only on the question of “tradeoffs”1 involved in them. As is clearer with every passing day, the isolation policies have saved many lives, but they also carry enormous costs, which will be felt for years to come. How, if at all, should these be weighed against each other?

Though the particular context in which this question is asked is as novel as the novel coronavirus, the question itself is not. It is arguably the most significant, most common, and probably also the most difficult, question that policy makers and lawyers face. For when we move from abstract legal principles to the real world of implementation and enforcement, where goals always outstrip budgets, the question is always “at the expense of what?” Other things being equal, a world with less crime, fewer accidents, cleaner environment, and healthier food than our own world is a better one. But other things are never equal. Achieving these goals does not come free; in fact, achieving improvements on some of the goals just mentioned may make it more difficult to improve on other goals we are also interested in (for example, greater equality and less poverty).

Many lawyers are often loath to think in these terms. Law, they say, is about justice, not efficiency; life is “priceless”; rights “are not for sale,” and so the very attempt to talking in terms of numbers is seen as a kind of professional, or even moral, betrayal.2 But increasingly lawyers too acknowledge that governmental policies must involve some accounting for their downsides. Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a term used for a range of ideas and techniques on how to conduct this balancing. At its simplest, CBA is the view that public regulation of risk of harm should be based on an assessment of the expected harms and weighed against

---


2. For one book-length example of this attitude see Alain Supiot, Governance by Numbers: The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance, translated by Saskia Brown (Hart, 2017).
the costs of eliminating those risks. Risk-reducing actions should continue up to the point that the marginal cost of reducing the risk exceeds the expected gain from action.

This brief formulation may seem simple, and may strike some as obvious, but it remains controversial in theory and incredibly difficult to implement in practice. At the abstract level, some consider CBA an immoral approach that exhibits insufficient respect to human life and for everything else that is of real value. Even setting aside such worries, trying to implement CBA raises a host of questions on what precisely should be weighed, who should do the weighing, how to measure certain losses and benefits, what weight (if any) should be given to distributive considerations, and many others.

The COVID-19 outbreak provides an opportunity to examine some of the questions surrounding CBA with a case study of governmental policies that affected billions of people the world over. In the context of the lockdown policies, CBA asks that we evaluate whether the costs of these policies in terms of the social and economic dislocation they cause are worth the benefits in terms of lives saved and other possible benefits. This may seem obvious as it is generally uncontroversial that given a certain budget, one should aim for the biggest bang for the buck. Likewise, given a limited choice between several courses of action (or inaction), it makes sense to opt for the (in)action that will minimize the losses and maximize the benefits. To use an analogy to a now-famous thought experiment, one may think of the budget as the railway in the trolley problem: It sets absolute limits on the decision maker’s available options with a bad consequence occurring whichever option is taken. In such circumstances, most people think that one should choose the track that leads to fewer deaths. Similarly, CBA urges us to choose the least bad option.

But CBA is not quite analogical to the trolley problem, as it requires making judgments that many find counterintuitive and even outright immoral. For example, unlike the trolley problem that directly asks us to compare lives with lives, the costs and benefits involved with the lockdown policies are of different kinds. This requires creating some common currency to compare them. This in turn requires putting a price on life, and even less intuitively, implies that some

---


lives may not be worth saving. Standard CBA thus denies that saving lives, and preventing harm, enjoys some lexical priority over other societal goals.5

These questions are significant for policymakers and lawyers, as many areas of law deal, directly or indirectly, with preventing harms. Increasingly, the law requires evaluating the costs involved in doing so in quite explicit terms. Regulatory policy guidelines published by the Canadian government’s call for “evidence-based” rule making based on “robust analysis of costs and benefits, and the assessment of risk.”6 On a few occasions, Canadian courts have similarly acknowledged the need for some kind of balancing of costs against benefits, in both public and private law.7

Despite all this, CBA has received surprisingly little attention from Canadian legal academics.8 This short essay focuses on the different responses taken around

5. For a critique of CBA on these grounds see Gregory C Keating, “Principles of Risk Imposition and the Priority of Avoiding Harm” (2018) 36 Revus 1; see also Cass R Sunstein, The Cost–Beneft Revolution (MIT Press, 2018) at 27 (reporting on a survey showing that many disagree with CBA for related reasons).


7. See e.g. Michaud, supra note 1 at para 95 (“The balancing of costs and benefits is in the very nature of regulatory design and its main challenge”). The question of judicial review of regulation for failure to meet CBA requirement received relatively little judicial attention in Canada. For one short discussion see Quebec (AG) v Canada (National Energy Board), [1994] 1 SCR 159 at 178-81. In private law, the need to balance costs against benefits has also been recognized in determining the standard of care in negligence. See Ryan v Victoria (City), [1999] 1 SCR 201 at para 28; cf Daborn v Bath Tramways Motor Co Ltd, [1946] 2 All ER 333 (CA) (“if all the trains in this country were restricted to a speed of five miles an hour, there would be fewer accidents, but our national life would be intolerably slowed down” at 336).

8. One rare exception, focused on environmental law, is Heather McLeod-Kilmurray & Gavin Smith, “Unsustainable Development in Canada: Environmental Assessment, Cost–Benefit Analysis, and Environmental Justice in the Tar Sands” (2010) 21 J Envtl L & Prac 65 at 83-91. The paucity of discussion is especially striking when compared with the interest in the topic by American legal academics. For an imprecise but instructive comparison, I searched Heinonline, the most comprehensive database of law journals, for articles with “cost-benefit analysis” in their title. Limiting the search to the United States yielded over 250 results. A similar search in Canadian publications yielded only two results (one from 1970, the other from 1986). (The article cited in this note comes from a journal that is not in the database.) Both were brief and did not touch on the foundational issues surrounding CBA. Even accounting for the difference in population size (and correspondingly the size of the legal academy), this is a significant difference.
As such, it cannot address many of the questions pertaining to CBA that have been canvassed in the vast literature surrounding it. Nevertheless, I hope it will spur interest beyond its particular subject matter on the need for a more open discussion of CBA in the Canadian regulatory context.

I begin this article by briefly considering some competitors to CBA that the pandemic has challenged. Of those, perhaps the most notable is how little weight individual rights seem to have had in discussions over the shutdown policies. Instead, discussion was dominated by attempts to evaluate the costs and benefits of different policies aimed at slowing the spread of the virus. While this may at first look like a victory for CBA, Part II argues that the pandemic also highlighted some serious difficulties with it, especially given the level of uncertainty against which decisions had to be made. Rather than CBA, different countries adopted one of several strategies, all acknowledging the need to balance costs against benefits but without any real attempt at a precise calculation. Part III describes three such strategies and argues that the choice of strategy was, partly at least, grounded in political ideas, including rights. Those could be incorporated within CBA (broadly conceived), but they also show the limits of this method. Finally, in Part IV, I draw some tentative conclusions about the longer-term implications of the pandemic and responses to it for future regulatory decision making in welfare states.

I. IDEAS THAT TOOK A HIT

I mentioned at the outset that the debate over the lockdown policies has been couched in the language of tradeoffs. That in itself is remarkable, because it means it was not couched in the language of rights. The lockdown policies constituted a direct, savage blow to an activity that only a few months ago everyone would have considered to be among our most basic rights: to wander around freely in the streets. Perhaps even more significant have been the severe restrictions imposed on people’s use of their property, especially with respect to orders to shut down “non-essential” businesses. These policies, which were adopted with relatively little public protest, are a challenge to those who advance rights-based
views of private law, where “the nub of a property right is that the owner rather than others gets to determine how the thing will be used.”

It is not that the language of rights has been completely absent—there were definitely those who invoked it to object to various restrictions or requirements (like the wearing of protective masks)—but these voices were completely drowned out by the demand that we stay at home for the sake of the greater good, or, paternalistically, for individuals’ own good. Those who invoked individual rights, which they claimed restricted government powers, were widely seen not as civil libertarian heroes but as selfish cranks. If rights operate as “trumps” of individual choice over general welfare, then the pandemic has not been a good time for rights.

It was not just right-wing notions of individual freedom that were hurt by the virus. Other non-consequentialist ideas voiced by more left-wing commentators were also afflicted. One is the idea of incommensurability, the view that goods or values of different kinds cannot be compared with each other. As each life is priceless, the protection of life must be outside any economic calculation. Another, related, idea is the lexical ordering of values, according to which the protection of life and the prevention of harm are prior to other lower-ranked values, and therefore cannot be traded off with them. In an essay entitled “Making Life Cheap,” one commentator called CBA “straightforwardly eliminationist,” and described it as follows:

Since the value of a human life can be quantified—at $9 million to $10 million, according to major federal agencies—death is acceptable, and lives expendable, when more valuable goods are involved. The coronavirus pandemic has breathed new life

---


11. See Ronald Dworkin, *A Matter of Principle* (Harvard University Press, 1985) at 359. For an application of such ideas to pandemics see Janet E Mosher, “Accessing Justice amid Threats of Contagion” (2014) 51 Osgoode Hall LJ 919 (there need to be “clear and convincing evidence that [a] person whose rights are to be curtailed is infected with a contagious disease … and poses a demonstrable threat to others” at 932).

into this old utilitarian chestnut, and it is precisely the life-reducing mindset of cost-benefit analysis that has driven the resistance to social distancing.13

The overheated language cannot hide the weakness of the argument. No society has ever treated life as priceless (although by most measures human life is better protected today than at any time in history).14 And it is actually CBA that encourages various forms of social distancing as a cost-effective way of saving lives.15 It is also wrong to suggest that the pandemic has revived a dead idea, as CBA has been in use for decades, as it matches everyday moral practices that show that humans do not treat life as priceless. All human societies around the world permit, and often encourage, the private ownership and operation of motor vehicles, even though this results in a staggering, and entirely foreseeable, cost to life and limb. While it is an interesting question whether the private ownership of cars would have survived CBA, it is actually individual rights discourse that makes car ownership a matter of “personal choice” that is beyond government regulation.16

CBA of government risk regulation is a method that seeks to rationalize government action in order to achieve optimal risk reduction. CBA recognizes that all human activity—and what common-sense morality tends to forget, also human inactivity—carries with it the risk of injury and death. Even if societies decided to spend all their available funds on saving lives (something that no society has ever attempted), what specific actions should be taken to save most lives would remain an open question. And since opportunity costs are costs, even in such a scenario CBA would be inescapable. Therefore, properly understood, subjecting lockdown policies to CBA is not “a choice between lives and dollars.”17 The dollars are used by people, and when they do not have them—when “the economy” falters—people are hurt. The contrast is based on a natural but fallacious tendency to weigh immediate outcomes that are the result of a direct causal path and ignore other outcomes whose causal paths are less obvious but no less real.

13. Aaron Timms, “Making Life Cheap,” The New Republic (June 2020) 38 at 38, 40. The figures mentioned refer to value of a “statistical life,” which is currently measured at about nine million USD. For a discussion see text accompanying note 39 below.
15. See e.g. Chris Barrett et al, “Economic and Social Impact of Influenza Mitigation Strategies by Demographic Class” (2011) 3 Epidemics 19.
17. Timms, supra note 13 at 40.
II. THE TRIUMPH OF CBA?

A. CBA WITH MASSIVE UNCERTAINTY

Can we conclude from the preceding discussion, however truncated and brief, that the pandemic has finally shown that CBA is, as one commentator put it a few years ago, the “only game in town”?\(^{18}\) Alas, it turns out that matters are not quite so simple. While the idea behind CBA is sound, in practice CBA is valuable only if it rests on good data. Otherwise, it is potentially worse than useless, as it can create the impression of a precise numerical (and as such, apolitical) guide to action which available knowledge does not in fact warrant. Even if the pandemic has been a victory of sorts for consequentialism, it has also provided an instructive case study of the problems with CBA in circumstances of great uncertainty.

Of course, this problem has been recognized before in other contexts, but defenders of CBA have tended to minimize its scope. For example, Cass Sunstein, who is an eager advocate of CBA, has written that cases where agencies “may be operating under circumstances of ignorance, in which they cannot specify either outcomes or probabilities” are “rare.”\(^{19}\) If by this Sunstein meant cases where regulators are required to make a decision based on no information at all, then the phenomenon is indeed rare. But cases of significant uncertainty are quite common. For example, in debates in the United States over the death penalty, some have argued that empirical evidence shows it provides a powerful deterrent, and as such it “saves” many lives. Others, however, have shown how sensitive these findings are to small changes in the models.\(^{20}\) It takes only a slight change to them to find that the death penalty increases the prevalence of murder.\(^{21}\)

---


21. See Donohue & Wolfers, “Uses,” supra note 20 at 825-26. Incidentally, one of the targets of this article was Sunstein, who relying on earlier empirical studies, has argued in support of the death penalty. See ibid at 825. Another study, more pertinent for present purposes, has delved into the costs and benefits of a single environmental regulation, again showing some of the uncertainties involved, is Thomas O McGarity, “Professor Sunstein’s Fuzzy Math” (2002) 90 Geo LJ 2341.
The difficulties with evaluating the costs and benefits of lockdown policies in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak far outweigh the difficulties with assessing the deterrent effect of the death penalty. In the death penalty studies, the relevant data are available and the biggest difficulty is isolating the impact of the death penalty from other societal changes that influence the prevalence of murder. This is difficult enough, but it is nothing compared to the levels of uncertainty decision makers are facing in the present pandemic.

Starting with the benefits of the lockdown policies, the most obvious one is saved lives. To know just how many lives have been saved by shutdown policies, one needs to know how many would have died without them. This is difficult, as there are significant differences in estimates of the infection rate and the infection fatality rate of the SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. For reasons that are as yet not entirely clear, these rates have been dramatically different for different countries, and often also for different regions within one country, or within one country at different times. Even something as seemingly simple as the number of people who died from the virus—supposedly a matter of mere counting—is not quite certain, even though such a number is crucial for being able to evaluate the infectiousness of the virus. Calculations based on excess mortality suggest COVID-19 may be more lethal than official mortality counts say; but excess mortality calculations themselves may be inaccurate, as they may reflect deaths of people deciding to forgo treatment for other conditions.22 If such a choice is the result of the lockdown policies, these deaths may be attributed not to the virus but to the governmental response to it. On all these matters, our knowledge constantly improves, but it must be remembered that significant uncertainty remains and that initial decisions on lockdown had to be made against far higher levels of uncertainty.

Some attempts to calculate the costs and benefits of the lockdown included only saved lives as a benefit. But though the most significant benefit, it is not the only one. Another significant benefit of non-infection due to isolation is the saving from avoided infections for those who recover. This, of course, was always a benefit, but it assumes greater relevance as time goes by since mortality rates for those infected seem to have gone down quite dramatically across all age groups.23 Whatever the reasons, this means that the benefits of lockdown are

---

lower, but it must be remembered that one of the reasons for this improvement is that those infected today often get to less overwhelmed hospitals, because of the institution of lockdown policies. Another reason is that those infected today have the benefit of better treatment protocols than those infected in the early months of the pandemic. Avoiding these often-costly treatments is still a significant benefit from non-infection, i.e. from lockdown. Avoided infections also prevent the potential economic effects of an infected person’s inability to work, which may extend to others, even if not themselves infected but who need to isolate. (To be sure, the lockdown itself may limit one’s ability to work, but workplace adjustments have at least partially addressed this; someone ill may not be able to work, and had there been no lockdown fewer of these alternatives may have been developed.)

Further benefits from non-infection for those who without lockdown would have become ill and recovered are even more difficult to assess at this point. Chief among them are the long-term health effects of the virus: What was initially thought to be a virulent respiratory disease is now coming to be seen as an illness that afflicts some patients’ hearts, kidneys, and even their brains.24 How frequent these effects are among those who recover, how serious they are, and especially how long they last are all at this stage largely unknown and may not be fully known for years. In addition to the savings from avoided infections, on the side of the benefits one has to include the significant improvement in air quality in many cities, as well as the decline in traffic and other accidents (following a decline in economic activity).25 Though many of these changes are temporary, some of this benefit may prove long lasting: Lockdown policy have had a disruptive effects on many workplace practices, which some predict will outlast

If fewer people commute daily to work, if there is less business travel, one consequence of the pandemic may be long-term improvement in the environment.

On the side of costs, the most evident and immediate effect of the lockdown has been a massive economic slowdown. Unemployment in Canada jumped from 5.6 per cent prior to the pandemic to 13.7 per cent in May 2020 with entire industries (hospitality, entertainment, brick-and-mortar retail, among others) coming to an almost complete stop in activity. Though the government has been providing support for small businesses, it did not fully offset the losses, and data begin to suggest rise in bankruptcies, with the worst yet to come. Longer term effects of the lockdown policies are less clear, but past experience suggests that major economic shocks have long-term effects on the employment and earning prospects of those who are entering the labour market during (or in the aftermath of) the shock. In addition, there have already been reports of higher incidence of domestic abuse, mental health problems, and suicide as a result of the economic dislocation, isolation, and confinement following the shutdown policies. (To add to the complexity, to accurately measure the effect of government isolation policies, one has to exclude from the calculation behavioural changes that would have happened spontaneously.)

Another likely cost from the current crisis involves the significant debts governments incur to deal with increased expenditures and reduced revenue. In all likelihood these debts will be paid off, at least in part, from future budget expenditures.

cuts to various governmental programs. If history is our guide, it is safe to assume that such cuts will disproportionately hurt low-income individuals. To the extent that distributive considerations are relevant for CBA—and there are good reasons to think that they do—this is another likely cost of current policies, but whose magnitude it is very difficult at this stage to estimate.

With the effects of the shutdown discussed so far, one could place them on the side of costs or benefits with relative confidence. For other possible effects of the current pandemic, beyond estimating what will happen, it is difficult to know their overall valence. For instance, the lockdown policies forced many workplaces to switch quickly to remote work. This generated many immediate costs, but those may spur long-needed, beneficial changes to work practices.30 Several employers have indicated that they now plan to expand work-from-home practices, citing savings related to the acquisition and maintenance of expensive real estate and, more surprisingly, increased productivity. If such changes prove lasting, would the positives (e.g., more leisure time and less anxiety from avoided commutes to work, less pollution from reduced traffic) outweigh the negatives (e.g., less sociability)?

In assessing the costs and benefits of the pandemic, one significant unknown is the time it will take before life returns to something resembling its pre-pandemic form. This partly depends on how long it will take to develop a vaccine or an effective treatment for the virus. While the distribution of vaccines has begun, it will be months before they are widely available. Worryingly, there are also discouraging indications that a vaccine may provide only temporary or limited protection. In these circumstances, even small changes can have significant effects on our ability to return to engaging in the same social interactions known from before the pandemic. By then, some changes initially thought to be temporary may become permanent.

Even more significant changes may come about as a result of the pandemic, but these are even more difficult to predict and assess. Historians have argued that some pandemics have brought with them epoch-making change: The bubonic plague that killed between one-third to one-half of Europe’s population in the middle of the fourteenth century is cited as an important factor in bringing about the end of feudalism, the beginning of the Renaissance and the emergence of capitalism; the 1918 pandemic is sometimes mentioned as bolstering the case for expanding the franchise to women. Closer to lawyers’ concern, the very

30. For the suggestion that the court system may take advantage of pandemic to effect significant reform see Suzanne E Chiodo, “Ontario Civil Justice Reform in the Wake of COVID-19: Inspired or Institutionalized?” (2020) 57 Osgoode Hall LJ 801.
justification for government regulation of public health that many now take for granted may have been born in reaction to the Black Death. In a book dedicated to the social effects of pandemics, Frank Snowden wrote that “[p]lague regulations … cast a long shadow over political history. They marked a vast extension of state power into spheres of human life that had never before been subject to political authority. … The campaign against plague … promoted an accretion of the power and legitimation of the modern state.”

It is possible that the current pandemic will have a similar impact. Before the pandemic, there were serious concerns over the vast amounts of personal data now held by tech companies and governments. In many countries the pandemic has led to the adoption of privacy-intruding policies, now possible with the use of digital technologies. Will people be willing to cast aside their worries over privacy for the sake of public health and a return to “normal life”? A news report on China noted that its government has “long sought to harness vast troves of digital information to their sprawling, sometimes unruly nation more efficiently.” Following the adage that one should not let a crisis go to waste, will China and other countries take advantage of this pandemic to expand the reach of such policies? If such changes do happen, should they be included in a CBA of the effects of government policies? And if so, how?

B. MODELS AND THEIR LIMITS

Scientists face uncertainty all the time. This does not mean that they cannot make successful predictions. Their main tool for dealing with uncertainty is models. Models are tools for better understanding reality by way of creating a simplified representations of it. At times, the point of the simplification is to highlight certain aspects of reality, at others it is to make explanations and predictions more tractable, at still others it is to deal with gaps in available data. Therefore, that a


33. One could be even more speculative: Before the outbreak, many forecasters predicted President Donald Trump would win re-election because the US economy was doing well. Trump’s disastrous response to the pandemic and its effect on the American economy are now seen as one of the factors that have led to his loss. Should one count this as a benefit of the pandemic?

34. This in itself is a simplification, as models sometimes serve other functions. For a discussion see Tarja Knuuttila, “Models, Representation, and Mediation” (2004) 72 Phil Sci 1260.
model leaves out certain aspects of reality—i.e., that strictly speaking, it is false—is not necessarily a problem with it.

By the same token, it is not enough to say that simply because scientists use models, uncertainty is not an issue. Not all models, and not all uncertainties, are created equal.\(^\text{35}\) In the present context, early models have reached widely divergent conclusions on the wisdom of various policies.\(^\text{36}\) For example, a group of economists concluded that lockdown policies were justified by comparing the value of saved lives with the economic costs of such policies and concluded that the former outweighs the latter: The estimated savings from the lockdown policies were valued at 12.4 trillion USD, which was deemed much greater than the estimated GDP losses to the United States economy, estimated at 7.21 trillion USD.\(^\text{37}\) As the model only calculated the benefits from saved lives against the cost as measured by decline in GDP, it excluded many of the costs and benefits mentioned above. By contrast, an epidemiologist, questioned lockdown policies by arguing that they were rushed and possibly inflated the harm caused by the illness (i.e., the benefits from government policies).\(^\text{38}\)

Some of the differences related to questions of model design (e.g., what costs and benefits are included in the calculation) and empirical questions (e.g., how many people will die in the absence of lockdown policies), which are matters on which we can expect models to improve as better data are available, some of

\(^{35}\) Cf Daniel A Farber, “Modeling Climate Change and Its Impacts: Law, Policy, and Science” (2008) 86 Tex L Rev 1655 (explaining why climate models predicting global warming are superior to economic models of the economic impact of climate change).


\(^{37}\) See Linda Thunström et al, “The Benefits and Costs of Using Social Distancing to Flatten the Curve for COVID-19” (2020) 11 J Benefit-Cost Analysis 179. The calculation for the benefit was an estimate of 1.24 million lives saved times 10 million USD per saved statistical life.

the differences are due to normative judgments. Here is one: what is the benefit accrued from a saved life? Setting aside ethical qualms about any attempt to answer such a question in terms of dollars and cents, one finds in the relevant literature two different approaches that in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic may lead to very different conclusions. One approach uses the measure of “value of statistical life” (VSL) to measure the value of each life saved. Though there is no uniform measure for VSL, it is currently typically measured at about nine to ten million US dollars. The other approach, known as “Quality Adjusted Life Years” (QALY), measures how many years a regulatory intervention will add, and further weighs “healthy” years more than others. The latter approach thus treats the benefits from saving the life of an older person as lower than that of a young person, as the former has fewer years left to live, and those are typically of “lower” quality.

People of all age groups have died of COVID-19, but the distribution of fatalities has been very heavily skewed toward older people: In Canada, 96 per cent of those who died of COVID-19 were sixty years old or older. In addition, those who died tended to be people with several comorbidities, i.e. people who even before the outbreak were less healthy. One reason for the different conclusions of the two studies mentioned above is that the former used the VSL approach, whereas the latter took the age and health of most decedents into

39. These are not the only ones. For a discussion of these approaches and a proposal of yet another one see Sean Hannon Williams, “Statistical Children” (2013) 30 Yale J on Reg 63 (arguing for VSL with an added “child premium”). The text ignores many complications related to these two competing approaches. On some of them see Sunstein, supra note 5 at ch 3.


41. Eighty-one per cent of deaths from COVID-19 in Canada were of long-term care residents. See Canadian Institute of Health Information, Pandemic Experience in the Long-Term Care Sector: How Does Canada Compare with Other Countries? (June 2020) at 2, online (pdf): CIHI Snapshot <www.cihi.ca/sites/default/files/document/covid-19-rapid-response-long-term-care-snapshot-en.pdf>. According to a 2015 report, the average length of stay at a long-term care facility in Ontario was 2.7 years (the median was 1.6 years). See Health Analytics Branch, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, Long-Term Care in Ontario: Sector Review (September 2015) at 17, online (pdf): <longtermcareinquiry.ca/wp-content/uploads/Exhibit-169-Long-Term-Care-in-Ontario-Sector-overview.pdf>. While these figures do not account for the reason for the end of the stay, the two most common reasons for discharge are a move to a hospital (46.9 percent) and death (30.6 per cent). See ibid at 16.
account.42 Nothing in the CBA method itself answers the question which of these approaches should be adopted, and our practices do not reveal a perfectly consistent pattern. In some contexts, societies adopt something closer to the QALY approach: When it comes to allocating organs for transplantation to potential recipients, decision protocols give priority to younger and otherwise healthier patients. At other times, we reject such calculations and refuse comparisons that suggest some lives are worth more than others.

This point reveals a fundamental question about CBA that I have so far ignored, namely that despite its proponents’ occasional claims to being engaged in a purely “technocratic” calculation, it contains unavoidable normative questions. Just how significant this component is, how devastating it is for CBA, is itself a (politically) contested question. I do not know of anyone who denies that some of the questions at the heart of CBA are not purely a matter of empirical calculation. To critics of CBA, this undermines the entire aspiration of employing CBA as a more rigorous (albeit potentially mistaken) method for assessing risk regulation. They contend that CBA is just better at hiding its normative choices under a veneer of false objectivity that comes with quantification.43 When this veneer is scratched off, it becomes evident that many quantifications that go into actual CBA rest on dubious foundations that lack scientific basis.44

Proponents of CBA acknowledge this and offer two responses. One is that there is still a meaningful distinction between scientific and normative questions; and they further argue that scientists should be in charge of the former. They point out that a major reason why risk regulation is so wasteful and irrational is

42. This in itself may reflect a disciplinary difference. VSL is common among economists, QALY among health care professionals. See Williams, supra note 39 at 120. Thunström et al, supra note 37, is the work of economists; Ioannides, supra note 38, was written by a medical doctor and epidemiologist.


44. For demonstrations of the non-scientific, and often politically-motivated, assumptions that have gone into specific exercises in evaluating the costs and benefits of particular regulations see McGarity, supra note 21 at 2356-65; Mark Kelman, “On Democracy-Bashing: A Skeptical Look at the Theoretical and ‘Empirical’ Practice of the Public Choice Movement” (1988) 74 Va L Rev 199 at 239-60.
because it is often driven by unfounded popular fears. For example, no matter how we measure the value of life, it is a matter of fact that terrorism poses a far smaller risk of death than heart attacks, and that budgetary outlays should reflect this fact, even if most people fear the former more.

For some, however, this view amounts to undermining democracy: What risks should be regulated and to what degree are political questions “all the way down.” If people care or fear some risks more than others, their choices should be respected. Those who advance these views note that public attitudes about these matters are typically correlated with standard political worldviews or ideologies: for example, people with more egalitarian views tend to be more worried about global warming; people with more hierarchical views tend to be more concerned about drugs and want them to be more heavily regulated. To make risk experts decide how much to spend on different risks is to remove from democratic debate questions that have always been considered the core of public discourse. Indeed, for some of these defenders of regulatory democracy, the presentation of popular opinions on risk as “errors” is itself mistaken. People’s attitudes to risk reflect certain identifiable patterns. For instance, the risk of a single event (a “disaster”) leading to thousand deaths is considered worse than a similar risk leading to a similar number of deaths, when those are scattered over time; deaths perceived as involuntary or in circumstances of lack of control are perceived as worse than deaths in more “voluntary” circumstances; and “dread factor” makes some kinds of death (e.g., from a nuclear accident) be considered worse than others. For some, this does not show that people are irrational, but that, as psychologist Paul Slovic put it, people’s “conceptualization of risk is much richer than that of the experts and reflects legitimate concerns that are typically omitted from expert risk assessments.”

This approach has led some to challenge the expert-led approach to risk regulation as fundamentally anti-democratic. But the argument is overdrawn. There are truths about risks, and usually experts know those better than most people. In making policy decisions on COVID-19, epidemiologists’ views on


the risks involved should count more than the views of peddlers of conspiracy theories.\textsuperscript{48} This is in fact a familiar feature of modern democracy. What percentage of the defence budget should be allocated for jet fighters as opposed to submarines, tanks, or cyberwarfare, is not a question decided by “the people,” nor is it typically decided by their representatives; it is a question decided by experts. The same is true of most public health decisions, such as whether to purchase another fMRI machine or to hire more doctors (at the hospital level), or how much to allocate to education for healthier eating over cancer research (at the health-care system level). The reason is simple: Most people know nothing, or less than nothing, about these matters. The amount of misinformation about COVID-19 has been significant, with numerous unfounded claims about its origins, its risks, or of reliable methods for dealing with it. For all its uncertainty, scientific expertise on matters of public health is not just “one perspective” that is no better than any other, and there is already quite clear evidence that those places that followed well-established public health procedures have done better than those that have not.\textsuperscript{49}

It is true, however, that the scope of decisions allocated to experts is itself a politically contested question, and one on which different countries take different approaches, reflecting different ways of subjecting CBA to democracy. Against this, a second response to the democratic defcit of CBA works by expanding what is included in the technocratic calculation of costs and benefts, thereby turning at least some normative questions into empirical ones. In a way, this approach tries to calculate democracy into the CBA. The democratic approach to risk regulation considered earlier, treats regulatory decisions based on fear as valid even if the fear is not grounded in facts, as long as the fear reflects people’s genuine choices. By contrast, the technocratic response contends that an accurate calculation of costs and benefts must include the welfare costs that come from fear.\textsuperscript{50} A regulatory decision that will mitigate fear will generate benefts even

\textsuperscript{48} Those are more common than one would like to think. See Dominik Stecula, Mark Pickup & Clifton van der Linden, “A Survey of Canadians Shows a Worrying Number of Believers More Likely to Ignore Recommended Health Behaviours. The Consequences Could Be Devastating,” Policy Options (6 July 2020), online: <policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2020/who-believes-in-covid-19-conspiracies-and-why-it-matters> (reporting on a poll that found that as many as 25 per cent of Canadians have some belief in at least one conspiracy theory about covid-19).


if the fear itself has no basis in reality. If accepted, it is difficult to limit this idea to one emotion. One’s disappointment from the lack of protection for what one values is a cost that should be included: The opponent of abortion suffers a welfare loss from knowing that abortions are being legally performed; and the opponent of animal farming suffers a loss from knowing it is allowed, even if she is a vegetarian. Sunstein, who in the past favoured allocating risk regulation decisions to experts because they are better informed than the people, has more recently also argued that upset over such disappointed beliefs should be included in CBA.51

While the attempt to minimize the scope of politics in CBA may be admirable, this proposal is problematic. If this is to be done, many of the popular errors to be excluded from CBA will be brought back in into the calculation, only in different guise: People’s erroneous views should not determine which risks to regulate; that remains a matter for experts. But experts will now be required to also include the costs accruing from people’s disappointments of their errors not becoming law. In other words, whereas the “democratic” approach extends the domain of politics when it comes to who should make the decision, the expert-led “technocratic” approach may end up looking quite similar if it includes political preferences in determining what the costs and benefits are.52 It is odd to propose CBA as a means of avoiding errors in regulatory decisions, only to bring those errors back into the fold in a different way.

Furthermore, rather than improving CBA, such suggestions will make CBA calculations even more difficult to calculate, and consequently make the CBA process much more prone to political manipulation, a technique that could be used to justify any desired decision. Measurement problems are likely to be considerable, especially if we try to separate disappointed moral attitudes from factual errors, since in such matters empirical and normative beliefs are going to be deeply intertwined: Those who believe that some crimes deserve capital punishment (and therefore disappointed by its absence), will also tend to believe empirical evidence showing that it deters; those who believe that vaccinations cause autism will typically also hold the moral view that vaccination is a personal

51. Compare Sunstein, supra note 45 at 126 with Sunstein, supra note 5 at 108-10.

52. An even greater difficulty of separating the two arises if we classify (some) deontological moral attitudes as cognitive biases. Should these be ignored in technocratic CBA? Cf Dan Priel, “Do Societies Prioritize Harm Prevention?” (2019) 37 Revus 127 at 140-44.
choice that is beyond the legitimate power of the state to mandate. Indeed, a challenge to a mistaken factual belief (vaccinations are dangerous) may adversely affect individual welfare no less than a challenge to a moral belief (vaccinations are a matter of personal choice).

The current pandemic illustrates this problem of separating factual errors from moral beliefs, and further shows how the factual uncertainty discussed in the previous section exacerbates it. The greater is the factual uncertainty, the more likely are factual estimates to be driven by—and perhaps also be presented as—moral beliefs. Anecdotal evidence suggests that those who believe that the risk of the virus is small tend also to think that masks do not prevent the spread of the virus (even though the two beliefs are completely independent of each other), and also hold the moral view that the state cannot force individuals to wear masks. Even if we dismiss their factual views as erroneous, they may come back into the calculation in the form of their moral beliefs.

To conclude, politics may enter CBA in at least three places: when deciding a questions like how to measure the value of life; when disappointed political beliefs are taken into account in determining the costs of a regulation; and when in circumstances of factual uncertainty political attitudes fill the gaps. Given the levels of uncertainty surrounding COVID-19, especially when the decisions on lockdown and shutdown were taken, the prospects of a reliable CBA are dim.


III. THREE STRATEGIES AND THE INESCAPABILITY OF POLITICS

With scientific modelling proving inconclusive, different countries settled on different approaches. In a sufficiently fine-grained comparison, each country has tackled the problems arising from the pandemic somewhat differently; but zooming out from the details, we can identify several distinct approaches. One approach focused on significant lockdown of the entire population and the shutting down of many businesses as means for reducing the opportunities for infection and thus the spread of the virus. A second approach has attempted to continue with life as we know it on the assumption that in the long run this approach will achieve similar epidemiological results but at a lower cost. A third approach has focused on a very high volume of testing and tracing as a way of quickly identifying and isolating those infected.55

In a loose sense we can think of these three approaches as models, ideal-types that the actual approaches taken by different countries may resemble more or less closely. All three models are broadly welfarist in orientation, and all assume the state has a significant role to play in protecting individuals from various health risks. My aim is not to call winners and losers. At the time of writing, many countries are still struggling to contain the spread of the virus, in some cases after declaring early victory only to face rising number of infections a few weeks later. By contrast, some countries have seen very small number of infections for reasons that are still not entirely clear.56 My aim instead is to show how the different approaches reflect awareness of the need to weigh costs against benefits, but how difficult it is to adopt a purely expert-led approach, especially when uncertainty is high.

Using very broad strokes, it is not difficult to present them in terms of CBA with the impact of different decisions on health, economic activity, and privacy

55. These are not the only strategies. Another approach was adopted in New Zealand, which effectively shut its borders. On this strategy see Michael G Baker et al, “New Zealand’s Elimination Strategy for the covid-19 Pandemic and What Is Required to Make It Work” (2020) 133:1512 NZ Med J 10. This strategy has so far proven successful in New Zealand, but as the authors note, it is one that is easier to implement in an island country. Another country I will largely leave out of the following discussion is the United States. Though in some respects it is closest to the first strategy, it raises additional issues I cannot consider here.

assessed differently. But this kind of “impressionistic CBA” can justify just about any conclusion. As the discussion above stressed the influence of politics on CBA, I will attempt to put the three strategies within a political framework. One of the upshots of this perspective is highlighting the limitations of the familiar single-axis spectrum of left (pro-regulation) versus right (anti-regulation) as the basis for analyzing the politics of risk regulation, as the different approaches considered do not easily map onto it. Nor do the different models map neatly on a spectrum of more or less democratic regimes: versions of the third strategy, for instance, have been adopted by both.

1. **Lockdown:** Most western democracies have adopted shutdown as their primary risk reduction strategy. In Canada, for example, it was around mid March that in short order the different provinces declared a state of emergency, which included orders for schools and many businesses to shut down, and that the federal government severely restricted entry into the country.\(^ {57} \) In addition, in countries that adopted this approach, people were encouraged, and at times required, to stay at home, to practice social distancing, and wear personal protective equipment when outside. The stated rationale for this approach has been “flattening the curve.” While the phrase suggests just slowing the number of cases while leaving the total number of infections similar (the flattened curve is also wider), such policies are likely to lead to lower mortality: Spreading the number of infections makes it easier for hospitals to manage new cases without being overwhelmed; it also gives health practitioners the opportunity to learn from experience and improve their treatment protocols so that those infected later receive better care.

Though the prolonged lockdown comes with heavy costs, including the intrusion into certain rights, this approach reflects relatively high concern for privacy, which in turn reflects a more-or-less conscious decision in the countries that opted for this approach to forgo potentially better ways of tracking the spread of the virus. I therefore call this approach “high security, high privacy.” This approach is definitely not libertarian—it mobilizes the power of the state to actively promote and enforce health and economic security—but it still sought to maintains some limits on government action because of concern for individual rights.

While this approach is respectful of certain rights, it is hard to see them functioning as “trumps” over general welfare: Rights do not give individuals the power to act (let alone the power to force the state to protect the act) even if the

---

action undermines welfare or is deemed by a majority to be undesirable. Rather,
this approach suggests a possible alternative understanding of rights: Rights here
serve as means for restricting government action that might otherwise pass CBA
by giving weight to considerations that are difficult to quantify and as such likely
to be ignored in more quantitative CBA. Conceptualized in this way rights can
be seen as consistent with CBA, and perhaps even as a way of improving CBA in
circumstances of great uncertainty. However, it must be admitted that without
more, this approach can result in a highly imprecise and easily manipulable
CBA. It is unclear how much weight should rights be given within an otherwise
quantitative calculation of costs and benefits.

2. Natural herd immunity: A second approach tried to ride the outbreak in the
hope of achieving natural herd immunity more quickly. This was the approach
initially adopted in the United Kingdom, which changed course when mortality
numbers began climbing at alarming rates, and in Sweden, which persisted for a
longer period, until it too somewhat changed course. Though officially denied,
this approach countenances a fairly large number of deaths early in the outbreak
for the sake of maintaining a functioning economy as well as achieving herd
immunity relatively quickly.58 (Swedish officials claimed in April 2020 their
country would likely reach that goal in a matter of weeks,59 but later evidence
did not support this claim.60) This approach did not call for “business as usual,”
as it encouraged individuals to change their behaviour. Nevertheless, in Sweden
schools and businesses never shut down.

58. See Christina Anderson & Henrik Pryser Libell, “In the Coronavirus Fight in Scandinavia,
com/2020/03/28/world/europe/sweden-coronavirus.html>; Catherine Edwards,
“Coronavirus: Will Sweden Ever Have a Total Lockdown?” The Local se (20 April 2020),
online: <thelocal.se/20200420/coronavirus-will-sweden-ever-have-a-total-lockdown>.
59. See Kim Hjelmgaard, “Swedish Official Anders Tegnell Says ‘Herd Immunity’ in
Sweden Might Be a Few Weeks Away,” USA Today (28 April 2020), online: <usatoday.
immunity/3031536001> (interview with the chief epidemiologist at Sweden’s Public
Health Agency).
60. See Maddy Savage, “Did Sweden’s Coronavirus Strategy Succeed or Fail?,” BBC News
(24 July 2020), online: <bbc.com/news/world-europe-53498133>; Anne Grietje
Franssen, “What Does Sweden’s Lower-than-Expected Immunity Mean for the Future
of Its Strategy,” The Local se (20 November 2020), online: <thelocal.se/20201120/
Many are now looking at Sweden as an example of a misguided, even callous, approach. They point out that Sweden suffered far higher fatality rates than neighbouring Scandinavian countries that adopted strict lockdown policies, while still going through a fairly similar economic downturn. At the same time, Sweden has not been the worst-performing country in Europe. Its economy has indeed slowed down, although not as badly some European countries. (This in itself is not surprising if shutdown policies in other countries lead to a global slump in demand, which is likely to affect an export-led economy like Sweden’s.) While some Swedish officials and economists still insist that the different policies should be evaluated at the end of the crisis, others have more recently begun questioning the wisdom of this approach.

I am not in a position to address the epidemiological question, but it is worth remembering that even if it turns out to have been wrong in the end, that we should not evaluate it with the wisdom of hindsight. From the perspective of the early months of the pandemic, this approach might be explained as follows: Given the time it would take to develop a vaccine for the virus, it is unsustainable to maintain a shutdown that will last over a year. If that is the case, then the question is not whether the negative outcomes will happen, only when. In that case, getting the pandemic over with relatively early while building some kind of herd immunity through infection while keeping the economy open may look like a rational response. It is, however, a risky response, both in tolerating high mortality rates early on, as well as in adopting a strategy so out of step with almost all other countries. For a risk-averse politician there is safety in numbers in being able to point to a policy adopted throughout the world.

Thus, politically this approach is interesting not because it reflects a fundamentally different ideology from the first approach. (There is a certain irony in how “socialist” Sweden became almost overnight the darling of libertarians the world over.) No less than the first approach, the Swedish approach is grounded in a welfarist attitude that recognizes the role of state in maintaining public health, and with that role the inevitability of weighing costs against benefits. Instead, this approach highlights a different political factor, the willingness of the Swedish


public to trust public health experts to take a leading role in policy making, even when it came to questions on which science could not provide clear answers. (Seen this way, Sweden no longer sounds like the libertarian’s utopia.) Swedish society has long exhibited “collectivity, homogeneity, and consensualism,” which together with its high levels of trust in government, explain this deferential attitude when faced with scientific uncertainty.63 This is one way of dealing with major gaps in the data needed for CBA, but it is an approach that is hard to export to places whose political culture is different.

3. Closer surveillance: Several countries adopted lockdown policies to which they added various tracking and surveillance mechanisms as a way of controlling the spread of the virus. To give a flavour of these approaches, “[i]n Singapore, the details of where patients live, work and play are released quickly online, allowing others to protect themselves.”64 Similar practices were adopted in South Korea, where in addition, a new law “allows South Korean health officials to access a wide range of personal data, including cellphone location information and credit card transactions, without a court order.”65

In many ways this model is similar to the first one, but it differs from it in being a “high security, low privacy” model. So far, this model seems to have been successful, and countries that adopted it (which along with South Korea include China and Taiwan) have been able to contain the spread of the virus with a relatively low infection and fatality rates. There are different possible reasons for this, including the fact that many of the countries adopting this model have

---


had a relatively recent experience with smaller epidemics, which made both the government and the population better prepared to respond quickly to the current outbreak. However, it seems that part of the difference in approach may also have something to do with a different political orientation. Specifically, this approach may reflect greater willingness of people to give up some of their rights for the sake of the common good. Indeed, some news reports from countries that adopted this strategy described popular efforts to enforce security measures that went even beyond government-mandated policies.

IV. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE: THE WELFARE STATE AND INFORMATION

It would be too facile to say that the three models described in the previous Part are straightforward application of CBA and just reflect different weights assigned to the costs and benefits due to uncertainty. To say this would render CBA consistent with virtually any policy. So understood, it will confirm what critics of CBA say of it, that for all its aspirations for rationality and apolitical objectivity, it is nothing more than a rhetorical device for giving political decisions the patina of neutral science. But the three approaches do show how political considerations affect the question of tradeoffs that CBA attempts to address. They can help guide thinking about risk regulation in cases of lower levels of uncertainty. One thing that the current situation highlights is the difficulty of incorporating CBA into a political process. As shown, one approach seeks to do so by turning political


67. For examples and discussion of such attitudes from long before the pandemic see Daniel A Bell, *Beyond Liberal Democracy: Political Thinking for an East Asian Context* (Princeton University Press, 2006) at 73-75.

68. See Raymond Zhong & Paul Mozur, “To Tame Coronavirus, Mao-Style Social Control Blankets China,” *The New York Times* (15 February 2020), online: <nytimes.com/2020/02/15/business/china-coronavirus-lockdown.html> (reporting on a combination of government- and community-led efforts to restrict movement); Jo, supra note 66 (“It is the voluntary cooperation of the citizens that allowed the government to eschew more extreme measures and maintain a delicate balance between public safety and civil liberties. … South Korea’s ‘democratic’ response is … a result of public solidarity.”).

69. See Max S Kim, “Seoul’s Radical Experiment in Digital Contact Tracing,” *The New Yorker* (17 April 2020), online: <newyorker.com/news/news-desk/seouls-radical-experiment-in-digital-contact-tracing> (“few countries were getting away with not sacrificing some kinds of freedom. As [law professor] Kim [Min-ho] point out, the true question was which freedoms to prioritize”).
attitudes into elements within the CBA calculus. I hinted (at best) at a different approach, one that retains the consequentialist core of CBA but recognizes the need to incorporate it within a political system.

I will conclude by briefly mentioning one example, which touches on one question that gets frequently asked these days: What will be the long-term effects of the pandemic? This question can, of course, be the subject of whole books. The one aspect of it I will consider here is the effects the shutdown policies will have on the role of the state. The three models I considered in the previous Part fit a broad definition a “welfare states,” by which I mean states that take an active role in managing and reducing a wide range of risks that individuals face. This definition does not cover everything that states do, but it is not idiosyncratic either. It is based on the idea that a major role of the state is provide, or manage the provision of, security. In this sense there is continuity between the nineteenth-century night-watchman state as a provider of security against certain risks and the twentieth-century welfare state that provides security against a wider range of risks.70

Despite this continuity, it is also true that in the course of the twentieth century states “grew” in size compared to their nineteenth-century counterparts. One factor in this expansion in the role of the state came with the advent of new technologies, which made security against more risks possible. By “technologies,” I mean human inventions, both physical (computing machines, tracking devices) and intellectual (statistics, probability), that made it possible to collect and analyze vast amounts of information. Much of what welfare states do requires, if it is to be done well, the deployment of these technologies. The great responsibilities that came with the assumption of great powers have created the information-hogging beast that is the welfare state. This beast—Hobbes called the state “Leviathan” for a reason—is both a (the) major provider of security and a (the) major source

70. Cf Stephen Holmes, Passions and Constraint: On the Theory of Liberal Democracy (University of Chicago Press, 1995) at ch 8 (arguing for continuity between classical liberalism and welfare). More specifically Holmes also shows that the association of freedom with security is not novel (see ibid at 245). See also Emma Rothschild, “What Is Security?” (1995) 124:3 Daedalus 53 at 61-63. What may have changed is the greater tendency to speak of this kind of government action as an enhancement of freedom rather than as an intrusion into it. See Lord Macmillan, Law & Other Things (Cambridge University Press, 1937) at 8-9 (“I am not less but more the captain of my soul in a city which is well sewered, well paved, well policed, and free from slums and the diseases they breed, in which the education, the health and welfare of my fellow-citizens are promoted by sensible measures”); James M Landis, “Law and the New Liberties” (1939) 4 Mo L Rev 105 at 108; cf ER Hopkins, “Administrative Justice in Canada” (1939) 19 Can Bar Rev 619 at 626-27.
of potential insecurity. The primary motivation for limiting government power is also a reason to want to strengthen it.

This is the paradox at the heart of the liberal welfare state: to be effective, it requires a lot of information about—and thus inevitably potential control over—individuals, all for the sake of maintaining security, which is in turn justified for promoting human independence. This is not an easy position to hold: Superficially, in their opposite ways, libertarians and authoritarians seem more consistent. The COVID-19 pandemic puts considerable strain on the welfare state, not just in the obvious sense of the enormous expenditures governments are currently incurring while simultaneously facing a significant shortfall in revenue. The pandemic also strains the welfare state in a deeper sense, in expanding state power, which inevitably brings with it greater risks to individual security, for the sake of greater security.

As shown above, some of the most successful countries in controlling the spread of COVID-19 have done so by adopting privacy-invasive policies. Various plans proposed for a return to normalcy in countries that followed the first model have almost invariably relied on implementing technological tools that in effect move them toward this model.\textsuperscript{71} To anyone who accepts the logic of CBA, this approach could be justified as an acceptable response to an emergency: The use of intrusive technology has significant costs, which while not justified in normal times, could pass CBA muster during a pandemic. An emergency is a time of a heightened risk of a significant loss, the prevention of which justifies incurring greater costs. But history has shown that times of emergency (real or perceived) are rarely times of rational response; it has also shown that once granted,

“temporary” powers are often difficult to roll back.\textsuperscript{72} Would emergency measures adopted today become the new normal?\textsuperscript{73}

This is an example of the way even those, like me, who are sympathetic to CBA must acknowledge that it is not a technocratic means of avoiding politics. Serious thinking about the way CBA is incorporated into politics will have to go beyond measuring the costs of those whose favoured moral or political views are disappointed. These issues and tensions existed, of course, before the pandemic. A year ago, a lot of public debate revolved around maintaining privacy in an age of ubiquitous digital technology. These debates are much subdued now, but one day we will go back to them. When that happens, the way they are reshaped by the pandemic may prove to be one of its most lasting effects.


\textsuperscript{73} Cf Zhong, supra note 32 (“officials in some places [in China] are loading their [virus-tracking] apps with new features, hoping the software will live on as more than just an emergency measure”).